Oktapodi – Worksheet

Part 1 – Answer the questions

Who are they?
They are ______________________.

Where are they?
They are ______________________.

How does he feel?
He is ______________________.

Oh no! What’s wrong?
______________________________.
Match the following sentences to the correct picture.

The man is angry. *

A bird takes the orange octopus. *

They are octopuses, in love. *

The man’s van falls in the water. *

They are in a city. *

Number the pictures in the correct order.

[Images of the sentences in order]
Part 3 – Describe the characters

Describe the octopuses!

They are __________________________

They are __________________________

They have __________________________

They can __________________________

Describe the man!

He is __________________________

He is __________________________

He has __________________________

He can __________________________

is/are – tall, short, big, small, nice, mean…etc

have – big ears, small eyes, wings, small hands…etc

can – run, jump, throw, fly, swim, see…etc